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Our Mission

Educating kids while they are playing is paramount. We aim to provide 
a place where parents and children can explore and discover together. 
We want to foster a sense of community within the kids through that 
discovery by providing environments that reflect the different aspects 
of our Rexburg community and the surrounding regions. 

discover
play
educate
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Signature

The Parent Signature

The parent signature for Kidscovery was 
inspired by the idea of planting a flag in newly 
discovered land. The discovery center will be 
creating environments that children and their 
parents that’ll promote that same idea.

The signature is composed of a pictorial mark 
(the flag) and a wordmark. They are to always 
be paired together, except in situations 
outlined on the following pages.

Pictorial mark

Wordmark

The proportions and shape of the pictorial 
mark should never be altered for any reason. 
To resize, hold the “Shift” key in most software 
programs to maintain the proportions while 
scaling up or down. It is essential that the 
minimum clear space and minimum size of 
the signature (as outlined on the following 
pages) is adhered to when any scaling occurs.

Signature

Minimum clear space

The minimum clear space around the 
signature is equal to the space between 
the bottom of the rectangle containing the 
wordmark, and the bottom most part of the 
pictorial mark, highlighted in red in the below 

1.425”
102px

0.16”
11.5px

1.425”
102px

0.16”
11.5px

0.16”
11.5px

0.16”
11.5px

0.16”
11.5px

0.16”
11.5px

0.16”
11.5px

0.16”
11.5px

example. To create the greatest impact, allow 
even more space around your signature. 
Do not allow photos, typography, or other 
graphic elements to enter the minimum clear 
space area. 

Minimum size

The minimum signature size should be used 
only when layout space is extremely limited. 
Use the signature at a larger size whenever 
possible. For all Kidscovery signatures, the 

minimum size is 1.425 inches in width in print 
and 102 pixels on screen. Allow minimum 
clear space as shown.
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Signature

Minimum clear space (small)

The minimum clear space around the 
signature is equal to the space between the 
bottom of the rectangle that normally would 
contain the wordmark, and the bottom most 
part of the pictorial mark, highlighted in red 
in the below example. To create the greatest 
impact, allow even more space around your 

0.5”
37px

0.04”
2.5px

signature. Do not allow photos, typography, or 
other graphic elements to enter the minimum 
clear space area. 

The minimum clear space on the small 
version is 0.04 inches (2.5px). 

kidscovery

kidscovery
kidscovery

At size:
Enlarged:

kidscovery

kidscovery

kidscovery

kidscovery

Do not:

Minimum size (small)

As mentioned on the previous page, the 
signature should not be made smaller than 
1.425 inches (102px) in width. The small 
version is 0.5 inches (37px) in width. However, 
if there is a need for the signature to appear 
smaller than the minimum size, a variation of 
the logo can be used that does not include 
the wordmark on the pictorial mark. 

Instead, the wordmark will be placed on top 
or below the banner, centered, and it adheres 
to the minimum clear space regulations. The 
text needs to be no longer than 0.5” (37px) in 
width, which is 8pt, and color should change 
from yellow to black.

Signature

Parent Signature

Desaturated Signatures

Black and White Gray scale Inverted

# ffffff

C=0;M=0;Y=0;K=0

# 4d4d4e

C=65;M=58;Y=57;K=37

# cccccb

C=19;M=15;Y=16;K=0

# ffffff

C=0;M=0;Y=0;K=0

# 000000

C=0;M=0;Y=0;K=100

# 333333

C=69;M=63;Y=62;K=58

# 000000

C=0;M=0;Y=0;K=100
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Signature

Variations

To create the variations of the signature, 
they should be created with the intent that 
they represent the play area of the discovery 
center that it will be displayed in. It should 
then have a vector rendered icon centered 

over the Kidscovery rectangle, and should be 
cropped behind it. The blue color should also 
be replaced with one of the colors outlined 
on the next section, but the yellow remains 
constant between variations. 

Signature

Parent Signature

Child Signatures

This is the signature for the 
hospital play area.

This is the signature for the 
auto play area.

This is the signature for the 
bank play area.

This is the signature for the 
restaurant play area.

This is the signature for the 
farming play area.

The Child signatures that are shown here are 
just a few of the discovery play areas, and are 

meant to serve as a visual guide to further 
development for more child signatures. 

Do not:

As shown here, when the 
variation was created, the 
blue from the pictorial mark 
did not change, and in the 

second example, the icon 
was not centered over the 
Kidscovery rectangle.
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Signature

Icon Rules

• The primary rule for creating the 
icons is to utilize the shape tools. All 
Icons should be created by combining 
rectangles, polygons, ellipses into 
the desired forms and then merged 
together. The icon shapes do not have 
outlined strokes. 

• Strokes, if they are to used, are to be 
used only as a detail within the shape, 
and are to have rounded endpoints. 

• Colors for the icons should, when 
possible, adhere to the secondary 
and primary colors. This rule is flexible 
however, and can be changed as the 
icon requires. 

• Avoid complicated icon designs as much 
as possible. The simpler the design, the 
easier it is for the target audience to 
identify the meaning behind the icon.

• Design the icon to be able to be still 
recognizable after it has been cropped 
behind the Kidscovery banner.

As shown here by the 
dotted blue outlines, the 
car icon was made utilizing 
the different shape tools in 
Adobe Illustrator.

As shown here, each 
segment of the pig icon 
is composed of different, 
simple shapes. The icon 

The plant here was made 
using the pen tool, as well as 
made to look organic. This is 
not the look of the icons that 
we want. Remember to use 
the shape tools.

The silverware icons were 
made using shapes, which is 
great, but then a stroke was 
applied to the outside edges 
of each shape, which is not 
the look we want our icons 
to have.

Do not:

was also designed so that it 
would be still recognizable 
when the image is cropped 
behind the signature.
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Colors

Primary

The primary color palette utilizes blues and yellow. 

Secondary Gray scale, Black and White

# 5bc1ee

C=57;M=05;Y=0;K=0

# 80c24e

C=55;M=0;Y=92;K=0

# 7bc3e3

C=49;M=07;Y=04;K=0

# 639640

C=67;M=21;Y=100;K=05

# 489dc2

C=69;M=24;Y=13;K=0

# ffd96b

C=01;M=13;Y=69;K=0

# ea5c5c

C=03;M=79;Y=60;K=0

# cd5051

C=15;M=83;Y=67;K=03

# 489dc2

C=69;M=24;Y=13;K=0

# b57696

C=30;M=62;Y=21;K=0

# faac58

C=0;M=37;Y=74;K=0

# ffffff

C=0;M=0;Y=0;K=0

# 000000

C=0;M=0;Y=0;K=100

# 8a5a73

C=46;M=71;Y=37;K=11

# eba252

C=06;M=41;Y=77;K=0

# cccccb

C=19;M=15;Y=16;K=0

# 4d4d4e

C=65;M=58;Y=57;K=37

# 333333

C=69;M=63;Y=62;K=58
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Typography

Cooper Black

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz

0123456789

Open Sans Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz

0123456789

30pt font size, 34pt leading, 
0.125 inches of space after 
each paragraph.

18pt font size, 22pt leading, 
0.25 inches of space after 
each paragraph.

6pt font size, 10pt leading, 
0.125 inches of space after 
each paragraph.

30 kidscovery
24 kidscovery

18 kidscovery

14 kidscovery

12 kidscovery

11 kidscovery

10 kidscovery

9 kidscovery

8 kidscovery

6 kidscovery

kidscovery 30
kidscovery 24
kidscovery 18

kidscovery 14

kidscovery 12

kidscovery 11

kidscovery 10

kidscovery 9

kidscovery 8

kidscovery 6

Cooper Black should not be 
used smaller than 9pt. 

Open Sans should not be 
used smaller than 8pt. 

Typography

Headings and Sub-headings

Headings for the Kidscovery brand utilize 
Cooper Black regular. Depending on where 
it is used, the color can change to match the 
environment. Within printed documents, or 
the Kidscovery website, the color should be 
#5bc1ee, with the sub-headings being black.

Headings should be no smaller than 18pt, 
with leading of 22pt. Headings should scale 

larger with leading always being 4pt larger 
than the font size. There should be a space 
after size of 0.25 inches.

Sub-headings should be no smaller than 12pt, 
with leading of 16pt. Headings should scale 
larger with leading always being 4pt larger 
than the font size. There should be a space 
after size of 0.125 inches.

Body Copy

The body copy for the Kidscovery brand 
should implement Open Sans Light. Just like 
with headings, the color is subject to change 
to match the environment. Within printed 
documents or the Kidscovery website, the 
color should be black.

Body copy should be no smaller than 11pt, 
with leading of 15pt. Body copy should scale 

larger with leading always being 4pt larger 
than the font size. There should be a space 
after size of 0.125 inches between paragraphs 
under the same sub-heading, with the final 
paragraph of the sub-heading having a space 
after of 0.25 inches.

Captions

The caption for the Kidscovery brand should 
implement Open Sans Light. Just like with 
headings, the color is subject to change 
to match the environment. Within printed 
documents or the Kidscovery website, the 
color should be black.

Captions should be no smaller than 8pt, with 
leading of 12pt. Captions should scale larger 
with leading always being 4pt larger than 
the font size. There should be a space after 
size of 0.0625 inches between paragraphs (if 
applicable to the content).
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Typography

Paragraph Layout

As can be seen throughout the brand book, 
the paragraphs follow a very particular 
style. Each of the paragraphs adhere to 
the character styles outlined on the last 
page. In addition to the character styles, the 
subheading’s following paragraphs will then 
be put in a layout that utilizes columns.

The column layout should only have a max 
of two columns, and each of those columns 
height should attempt to be equal in length. 
The two columns first lines should also align 
baselines and x-heights of the adjacent 
column. When starting the new column, avoid 

Typography

Paragraph Layout

As can be seen throughout the brand book, 
the paragraphs follow a very particular 
style. Each of the paragraphs adhere to 
the character styles outlined on the last 
page. In addition to the character styles, the 
subheading’s following paragraphs will then 
be put in a layout that utilizes columns.

The column layout should only have a max 
of two columns, and each of those columns 
height should attempt to be equal in length. 
The two columns first lines should also align 
baselines and x-heights of the adjacent 
column. When starting the new column, avoid 

Bullet Points

Bullets can be applied to outline new rules, 
list items or stress individual points. It should 
appear something like this:

• Notice that it keeps the same guidelines 
as the body copy.

• The space in-between each point is just 
like a new paragraph.

• They are left-indented at 0.375”.

• They are first line left-indented at 
-0.125”. This allows the bullet point’s 
integrity to remain intact.

leaving single lines of paragraphs either at the 
bottom of the first column, or the top of the 
second. There should at least be two full lines 
of text.

When a new paragraph is started, there is no 
indent on the first line. The space after the 
previous paragraph creates the indication of a 
new section of information.  

Paragraphs should be left-aligned, with no 
hyphenation between lines. Widows/orphans 
are to be avoided as well. 

leaving single lines of paragraphs either at the 
bottom of the first column, or the top of the 
second. There should at least be two full lines 
of text.

When a new paragraph is started, there is no 
indent on the first line. The space after the 
previous paragraph creates the indication of a 
new section of information.  

Paragraphs should be left-aligned, with no 
hyphenation between lines. Widows/orphans 
are to be avoided as well. 

• Notice that a new column was started 
with a new bullet point. 

When a new column is started with a bullet 
point, the two full lines of text rule, can be 
ignored in favor of the new column starting 
with a new bullet point. But if the bullet 
point is going to be split up between the two 
columns, the two full lines of text rule must be 
used, without exception.

Do not:

Do not have the paragraph stretch across a large width of area like this. This causes strain on 
the eyes, and makes reading very difficult. Break the text into two columns. 

DO NOT

Do not have the paragraphs under a section 
heading be separated from being under the 
same section heading. Keep everything at-
tached and separated. Do not use hyphens in 
the paragraph settings. 

Remember that there should be at least two 

full lines of text when starting the new col-
umn.

The column paragraphs need to share the 
same baseline. As seen here, the baselines 
are off set from each other. 

This is a widow; a paragraph that ends with a 
widow.

The first line of the columns 
share the same baseline.

The paragraphs under the 
subheading stay together 
and are not encroaching into 
another section.

Columns are about the same 
height, with the first column 
being a little bit longer.
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Photography

Basic Rules to Follow

Throughout this book, the photography 
used is obtained from stock photography 
or other websites, and we do not have the 
licenses to use them. They are meant to 
serve as examples of what the photography 
for the Kidscovery identity should look like. A 
hyperlink list will be provided for the source 
locations, if licenses for the images used are 
desired for commercial use.

It is recommended that photography should 
be self made, using local families as the 
models. Bring them into the space, and 

have the photographer go around and just 
photograph the children playing in the spaces.

Photographs should be as candid as possible. 
We want to avoid using filters and posing as 
much as possible. Catch moments when the 
models are interacting with the play space 
as much as possible. We want to create as 
much of an authentic feel as possible with the 
images we take and use. When taking images 
of the parents, try to capture them interacting 
with the children.

Hyperlinks

a) http://digitallearning.eletsonline.
com/2018/04/nurturing-children-holistically-
through-play-way-methods/

b) https://novakdjokovicfoundation.org/6-
reasons-why-preschool-is-good-for-your-child/

c) http://www.muddybootsnursery.co.uk/

d) http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-
06-24/children-play-with-toys-at-a-
preschool/6571348

e) https://www.pexels.com/photo/three-
children-playing-operation-toy-695948/

a e d cb

Images, like those on the 
right or the left, that utilize 
filters and looked staged 
do not meet the guidelines 
established above.

Do not:

http://digitallearning.eletsonline.com/2018/04/nurturing-children-holistically-through-play-way-meth
http://digitallearning.eletsonline.com/2018/04/nurturing-children-holistically-through-play-way-meth
http://digitallearning.eletsonline.com/2018/04/nurturing-children-holistically-through-play-way-meth
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Business Papers

Business Cards

The business card should adhere to the 
typography, color, and signature rules that 
have already been outlined in this book. 

The layout of the contact information side 
should look like the paragraph layout, and not 
have a color background. 

The signature side should use the Kidscovery 
parent signature. The background should 
come from the secondary color set. Do not 
use the primary color set, the blues and the 
yellows in the secondary set, and the darker 

hues in the secondary color set are not to 
be used (found on the second line of the 
secondary color list). In addition, do not use 
white, black, or any gray. We want the colors 
to reflect happy and playful. 

The exceptions to the color rule should be 
when new play areas are created, the brighter 
hue of the new area (if created specifically for 
the new space) can be used as a background 
color, as long it is not a blue or a yellow. 

Name goes here

Job Title goes here

work:

cell:

(208)XXX-XXXX yyy.zzzzz@
kidscovery.net

email:

(208)XXX-XXXX

Notice that the business card 
follows the paragraph layout in 
how it displays the information. 

For the contact information: 
X=phone numbers 
y=first three letters of last name 
z=first five letters of first name

The background colors for the 
Parent Signature side should be 
a solid color, and the color comes 
from the secondary color palette.

# 80c24e

C=55;M=0;Y=92;K=0

# b57696

C=30;M=62;Y=21;K=0

# faac58

C=0;M=37;Y=74;K=0

Contact Information Side Parent Signature Side
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Business Card, Orange

Business card, Green

Business Card, Purple
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Business Papers

Letterhead

We want the letterhead to appear as part 
of our brand. It will follow the rules that 
we established in our Kidscovery Identity 
Guideline book. 

The colors that we will be drawing from will be 
what are what are already outlined. They will 
not introduce new colors. 

The paragraph layouts should be adhere to 
what was outlined as well. There should not 
be sub-sections under within the letter’s body 
copy. Bullets can be applied to outline new 
rules, or stress individual points. It should 
appear something like this:

• Notice that it keeps the same guidelines 
as the body copy.

• The space in-between each point is just 
like a new paragraph.

• They are left-indented at 0.375”.

• They are first line left-indented at 
-0.125”. This allows the bullet point’s 
integrity to remain intact.

• Notice that a new column was started 
with a new bullet point. 

When a new column is started with a bullet 
point, the two full lines of text rule, can be 
ignored in favor of the new column starting 
with a new bullet point. 

Dear Mr./Mrs. Future Designer,

This is an example of what the letter 
head looks like. Notice, that we are 
wanting the letterhead to appear as 
part of our brand. It will follow the rules 
that we established in our Kidscovery 
Identity Guideline book. 

The colors that we will be drawing 
from will be what are what are already 
outlined. They will not introduce new 
colors. 

The paragraph layouts should be 
adhere to what was outlined as well. 
There should not be sub-sections 
under within the letter’s body copy. 
Bullets can be applied to outline new 
rules, or stress individual points. It 
should appear something like this:

• Notice that it keeps the same 
guidlines as the body copy.

P.S.

This is an example of what the post 
script section of the letter should 

• The space inbetween each point 
is just like a new paragraph.

• They are left-indented at 0.375”.

• They are fi rst line left-indented 
at -0.125”. This allows the bullet 
point’s integrity to remain intact.

• Notice that a new column was 
started with a new bullet point. 

When a new column is started with a 
bullet point, the two full lines of text 
rule, can be ignored in favor of the new 
column starting with a new bullet point. 

Hopefully this information is useful 
when designing further letterhead 
variations. These are just basic 
guidlines. 

Best regards,

Jacob Moore
The Original Designer

275 Stationery Pl.
Rexburg, ID 83440

(208)XXX-XXX

look like. It adheres to the established 
paragraphy layout rules.  

This is version of the 
letterhead takes advantage 
of using color printing.
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Dear Mr./Mrs. Future Designer,

This is an example of what the letter 
head looks like. Notice, that we are 
wanting the letterhead to appear as 
part of our brand. It will follow the rules 
that we established in our Kidscovery 
Identity Guideline book. 

The colors that we will be drawing 
from will be what are what are already 
outlined. They will not introduce new 
colors. 

The paragraph layouts should be 
adhere to what was outlined as well. 
There should not be sub-sections 
under within the letter’s body copy. 
Bullets can be applied to outline new 
rules, or stress individual points. It 
should appear something like this:

• Notice that it keeps the same 
guidlines as the body copy.

P.S.

This is an example of what the post 
script section of the letter should 

• The space inbetween each point 
is just like a new paragraph.

• They are left-indented at 0.375”.

• They are fi rst line left-indented 
at -0.125”. This allows the bullet 
point’s integrity to remain intact.

• Notice that a new column was 
started with a new bullet point. 

When a new column is started with a 
bullet point, the two full lines of text 
rule, can be ignored in favor of the new 
column starting with a new bullet point. 

Hopefully this information is useful 
when designing further letterhead 
variations. These are just basic 
guidlines. 

Best regards,

Jacob Moore
The Original Designer

275 Stationery Pl.
Rexburg, ID 83440

(208)XXX-XXX

look like. It adheres to the established 
paragraphy layout rules.  

This is the version of the 
letterhead that shows gray 
scale printing.

Dear Mr./Mrs. Future Designer,

This is an example of what the letter 
head looks like. Notice, that we are 
wanting the letterhead to appear as 
part of our brand. It will follow the rules 
that we established in our Kidscovery 
Identity Guideline book. 

The colors that we will be drawing 
from will be what are what are already 
outlined. They will not introduce new 
colors. 

The paragraph layouts should be 
adhere to what was outlined as well. 
There should not be sub-sections 
under within the letter’s body copy. 
Bullets can be applied to outline new 
rules, or stress individual points. It 
should appear something like this:

• Notice that it keeps the same 
guidlines as the body copy.

P.S.

This is an example of what the post 
script section of the letter should 

• The space inbetween each point 
is just like a new paragraph.

• They are left-indented at 0.375”.

• They are fi rst line left-indented 
at -0.125”. This allows the bullet 
point’s integrity to remain intact.

• Notice that a new column was 
started with a new bullet point. 

When a new column is started with a 
bullet point, the two full lines of text 
rule, can be ignored in favor of the new 
column starting with a new bullet point. 

Hopefully this information is useful 
when designing further letterhead 
variations. These are just basic 
guidlines. 

Best regards,

Jacob Moore
The Original Designer

275 Stationery Pl.
Rexburg, ID 83440

(208)XXX-XXX

look like. It adheres to the established 
paragraphy layout rules.  

This is the version of the 
letterhead that shows black 
and white printing.
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Letterhead, Gray

Letterhead, Color

Letterhead, Black and White
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Business Papers

Envelope

The envelope uses the primary color palette. 
The inside will use the yellow, and then 
on the outside, the lighter blue should be 
implemented. In addition, the envelope will 
also follow the rules that were established 

in the typography section of this book. The 
backside of the envelope will also have the 
Kidscovery Small logo in the lower right 
corner, about .5” from either side.

Kidscovery
Name Goes Here

275 Stationery Pl,
Rexburg, ID 83440

Name Goes Here
Address Line One
Address Line Two

STAMP

Front view, flap not sealed Back view, flap not sealed
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Kidscovery
Name Goes Here

275 Stationery Pl,
Rexburg, ID 83440

Name Goes Here
Address Line One
Address Line Two

STAMP

Front view, flap sealed Back view, flap sealed
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Social Networks

Facebook

The key to building a successful social media 
ad is to be inviting. We want those that will 
see our ad and want to click on it, and then 
either purchase admission tickets, or that 
they will want to head over and check out 

our physical location. On the these next few 
pages, we will break down the specifics of 
each element that is needed. 

Discover, play, and learn at Kidscovery in Rexburg!

Kidscovery
Sponsored · 

Discover, Play, Learn

Bring your children to Rexburg’s newest attraction, Kidscovery! Together, we will learn
and grow through play and discovery!

KIDSCOVERY. COM

200 Likes   25 Comments    109 Shares

Like Comment Share

Discover, play, and learn at Kidscovery in Rexburg!

Kidscovery
Sponsored · 

Discover, Play, Learn

Bring your children to Rexburg’s newest attraction, Kidscovery! Together, we will learn
and grow through play and discovery!

KIDSCOVERY. COM

200 Likes   25 Comments    109 Shares

Like Comment Share

Profile image is 40px 
by 40px. Use the Small 
Signature here.

The main image is 750px by 
246px. Use images that once 
again focus on the children 
playing and interacting with 
the play environment. 

The main post should be an 
invitation, clear and straight 
to the point.

Try to keep the chosen 
text warm and inviting. The 
header text is meant to grab 
attention, while the body 
copy is meant to explain a 
little bit more. Try to keep it 
to two sentences, at most.
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Social Networks

Instagram

When it comes to Instagram, the image is the 
most important. Keep to the photography 
rules. 

FOLLOW
Kidscovery
Discover, Play, Learn

508 likes

kidscovery Come learn and play at Kidscovery
in Rexburg! # discover #play #learn

FOLLOW
Kidscovery
Discover, Play, Learn

508 likes

kidscovery Come learn and play at Kidscovery
in Rexburg! # discover #play #learn

Profile image is 110px 
by 110px. Use the Small 
Signature here.

The main image is 1080px 
by 1080px. Keep to that 
square format! Use images 
that once again focus on 
the children playing and 
interacting with the play 
environment. 

Try to keep the chosen text 
warm and inviting. Try to 
keep it to two sentences, at 
most. Use as many relative 
hashtags as possible in order 
to reach a larger audience.
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Promoted

TICKETS

416 647

Kidscovery Online Admission Tickets

Kidscovery

Discover, play, and learn at Kidscovery in Rexburg!
8:00am - 8:00pm

@kidscovery

$5.00

Promoted

TICKETS

416 647

Kidscovery Online Admission Tickets

Kidscovery

Discover, play, and learn at Kidscovery in Rexburg!
8:00am - 8:00pm

@kidscovery

$5.00

Social Networks

Twitter

For Twitter, in order to be successful, the 
first step is to get a promoted account. This 
will allow the account to show up at the top 
of searches. Use trending hashtags that are 
relative to the content we want to promote. 

When we make tweets as well, having them 
also promoted will ensure that more of our 
target audience will see it. 

Profile image is 110px 
by 110px. Use the Small 
Signature here.

The main tweet should once 
again be inviting, and be kept 
to a one sentence maximum. 
Include business hours as 
well.

This image is 512px by 
512px. The parent signature 
may be used here, or an 
image that follows the 
photography guidelines. 

Possibly set up the ad so 
that when the viewers see 
it on their Twitter feed, they 
can immediately be directed 
to where they can purchase 
admission tickets online. 
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Templates

Screenshots

Screenshots have been taken of the 
folder that contains all of the assets and 
templates that were used, and created for 

the Kidscovery brand. These assets can be 
obtained by clicking, or copying the below link 
into a browser’s search bar.

https://drive.google.com/
open?id=1zSUuQ90TDjPFRRZpb8SlcOGrEZwLeGgV

Once downloaded, this is 
the parent folder for the 
Kidscovery brand assets and 
templates. 

Templates

Templates and Assets

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zSUuQ90TDjPFRRZpb8SlcOGrEZwLeGgV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zSUuQ90TDjPFRRZpb8SlcOGrEZwLeGgV
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There are four folders within 
the Templates and Assets 
folder, as well as the Brand 
Brief and Book.

There are four folders within 
the Business Papers folder.

Templates

Business Papers

Templates

Templates and Assets
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There are three different 
InDesign Templates for the 
business cards. Each one is a 
different color.

The envelope is an Illustrator 
file. 

Templates

Business Papers

Templates

Business Papers
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The letterhead folder 
contains three different 
letterheads (color, gray scale, 
and a black and white).

Within the Business Paper’s 
Mock-Up folder, images of 
the business papers are 
viewable.

Templates

Business Papers

Templates

Business Papers
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Within the images folder, 
all of the images used in 
this book are compiled. 
REMEMBER to get the 
licenses to use them prior to 
using them!

This is what is inside the 
Logo folder. The Illustrator 
file contains all versions of 
the logo, as well as the icons 
that have been created. 

Templates

Logo

Templates

Images
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This is what it looks like 
within the SVG file. 

This is inside the 
Transparent, PNG folder.

Templates

Logo

Templates

Logo
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This is inside the White, PNG 
folder. It looks similar to the 
Transparent, PNG, so be 
careful when pulling assets.

This is what is inside the 
Social Media folder

Templates

Social Media

Templates

Logo
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This is inside the Mock-up 
folder. The files are the 
Mock-up Illustrator files.

This is inside the Template 
folder. The templates are 
Illustrator files.

Templates

Social Media

Templates

Social Media




